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Presentation Overview

Temporary support systems are commonly employed in order to mitigate and control tunnel deformation. This temporary support regime includes a combination of support including steel-sets, shotcrete, rock bolts, forepoles, and other face stabilizing technologies. YieldPoint developed strain monitoring instrumented rock bolts, cable anchors, spiles and forepoles that use optical fiber as sensors, offer a 1mm spatial resolution. This permits high quality monitoring of the strain profile along such elements. The optical instrumentation is embedded into machined grooves along the length of the support elements.
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The application of distributed optical strain sensing to measure the strain distribution of ground support members - A DFN-LiDAR-optical sensor method for the estimation of rockmass conditions in underground projects - A new optical sensing technique for monitoring the shear of rock bolts A new look at cable bolt and d-bolt support under axial load - Determination of grout-soil interaction parameters for ground support elements - The geo-mechanical response of axially loaded rock bolts using fiber optic technology - An optical sensor for capturing the three-dimensional bending of bolts Improving Ground Support Design with Distributed Strain Monitoring - The application of distributed optical sensing for monitoring support in underground excavations - Temporary Support Strategies: Optimization and Testing.
Laboratory Testing
Optical rock bolts with three sensing lengths

\[ \varepsilon_{\text{total}} = \varepsilon_{\text{axial}} + \varepsilon_{\text{lateral}} \cos(\theta + \varphi) \]
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Optical Cable Bolts
Installation at 2.5km depth